
1. Introduction

The protocol layering model makes it easy to design
protocols in a layer independently from other layers by
concealing the details of a layer to other layers and
providing abstract services to the upper layer. In some
cases, however, a layer requires the information in other
layers for efficient execution. Fast handover in the net-
work layer and fast failover in the transport layer are
typical examples that require the information in other
layers for efficient execution. For fast handover in the
network layer, the network layer requires the link layer
information to predict handover and to select the most
suitable access router to
handover. For fast failover
in the transport layer, the
transport layer requires the
lower layer information to
know the failure event as
soon as possible. Thus, the
processing in a layer us-
ing other layer information
is called cross-layer col-
laboration and the mech-
anism that enables the ex-
change of information be-
tween layers is called cross-
layer architecture.

There are a lot of propo-
sals that utilize cross-la-
yer collaboration such as
CLASS [1], ECLAIR [2], Mo-
bileMan [3], and Hydra [4].
We are proposing a cross-
layer architecture cal led
CEAL (Cross-layer control

information Exchange between Arbitrary Layers) [5] and
a fast handover mechanism in the network layer called
L3-FHOX (L3-driven Fast HandOver mechanism based
on X-layer arhitecture) [6] based on CEAL. In the trans-
port layer, we are proposing a fast failover mechanism
and a fast handover mechanism in SCTP [7]: SCTPfx [8]
and SCTPmx [9], respectively.

This paper describes L3-FHOX as an example of col-
laboration between the link layer and the network layer
and SCTPfx as an example of collaboration among the
link layer, the network layer, and the transport layer.
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This paper describes a fast handover mechanism in the network layer called L3-FHOX and a fast failover mechanism 
in the transport layer called SCTPfx. Both mechanisms are based on a cross-layer architecture called CEAL. CEAL enables 
the control information exchange between layers in a node with keeping the layering structure. L3-FHOX is an example of 
cross-layer collaboration between the link layer and the network layer. SCTPfx is an example of cross-layer collaboration among
the link layer, the network layer and the transport layer. We implemented both mechanisms in FreeBSD. The entire handover time
in L3-FHOX is approximately 10 msec plus the RTT between the mobile node and its location management server while the normal
handover procedure in IPv6 takes more than 1 second. The failover time of SCTPfx is 122 usec plus the RTT between 
the two end nodes while the normal failover procedure in SCTP takes more than 31 seconds.
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Figure 1.  Interaction model between layers in CEAL



2. Overview of CEAL

In the OSI layering model, the protocol entity (PE) is
the entity that processes a protocol. For cross-layer
collaboration, the PEs in distinct layers must be able
to exchange information. If a PE in a layer provides
another PE in another layer with the protocol-specific
information, each PE must be able to understand the
information specific to all protocols. Therefore, CEAL
introduces the abstract entity (AE) that transforms the
protocol-specific information to the protocol-independent
information as shown in Fig. 1. An AE is attached to a PE.
CEAL also introduces the inter-layer system (ILS) that
penetrates across all layers. Thus, the protocol-specific
information of a PE is first transformed to the protocol-
independent information by the AE attached to the PE;
the protocol-independent information is carried to the
AE attached to the PE that requires the information via
the ILS.

In CEAL, each layer offers its services in the form of
primitives. Four classes of primitives are defined as
shown in Fig. 2. Request (req) is issued by the AE that
wants to get the services or information from another
AE, and Confirm (conf) is the acknowledgment of the
request. Indication (ind) is the notification of the infor-
mation to the AE that requested the service, and Re-

sponse (res) is the acknowledgment of the indication.
CEAL also defines three different usages of primitives.
Type 1 is to provide the information in a layer to anoth-
er layer immediately and consists of a Request and a
Confirm. Type 2 is to notify another layer of events of a
layer asynchronously. In Type 2, first a Request and a
Confirm are exchanged; when the expected event oc-
curs, an Indication is called. Type 3 is to control actions
of a layer from another layer and consists of a Request
and a Confirm.

CEAL defines nine L2 primitives as shown in Tab. 1.
For example, L2-PoAList is used to acquire the list of
available access points or base stations (i.e., points of
attachment (PoA)). L2-LinkStatusChanged is used to re-
ceive a notification that the link status changed beyond
the specified threshold.

3. L3-FHOX

3.1  Normal Handover Procedure in IPv6
Fig. 3 shows the normal handover procedure in IPv6.

When the link status is getting worse, the link layer (L2)
of the mobile node (MN) executes handover in the link
layer (Fig. 3 (1)). This handover is called the L2 hand-
over. However, the network layer (L3) of the MN does
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Figure 2.  
Four classes of
primitives in CEAL

Table 1.  
L2 pr imit ives



not perceive the L2 handover. In the network layer, the
access router (AR) periodically sends the Router Ad-
vertisement message (RA). Upon receiving the RA, the
L3 detects the L2 handover and starts the L3 handover
procedure (Fig. 3 (2)). This wait time is one of the factors
that make the entire handover time long. Next, the L3
generates a new IPv6 address and executes the dupli-
cate address detection procedure (DAD) (Fig. 3 (3)). Since
DAD makes use of timeout to detect duplicate address-
es, it takes about 1 second. This is also one of the ma-
jor factors that make the entire handover time long. Next,
the L3 executes the L3 signaling, e.g., the exchange of
the Binding Update message (BU) and the Binding Ac-
knowledgement message (BA) between the mobile node
and its home agent (HA) (Fig. 3 (4)). Thus, the entire hand-
over takes more than 1 second.

3.2  L3-FHOX Procedure
L3-FHOX makes use of the L2 primitives defined in

CEAL. Fig. 4 shows the L3-FHOX handover procedure.
First, the L3 of the MN issues L2-LinkStatusChanged.req
and L2-LinkUp.req to the L2 to receive the notifications

that the link status changes beyond the specified thres-
hold and that the link becomes available again, respec-
tively (Fig. 4 (1),(2)). When the link status is getting worse
beyond the threshold, the L2 notifies the L3 of L2-Link
StatusChanged.ind (Fig.4 (3)). The L3 searches for the
candidate access point for handover by exchanging
L2-PoAList.req/conf (Fig. 4 (4)). Upon deciding the next
access router (NAR), the L3 requests the pre-DAD to the
NAR (Fig. 4 (5)). In the pre-DAD, since the NAR knows
the all IPv6 addresses used in its cover area, it imme-
diately responds to the MN. At this point, the L3 finish-
es the handover preparation. Next, the L3 issues L2-
LinkConnect.req to the L2 to make the L2 start the L2
handover (Fig. 4 (6)). Upon finishing the L2 handover,
the L2 notifies the L3 of L2-LinkUp.ind (Fig. 4 (7)). Next,
the L3 starts the L3 signaling (Fig. 4 (8)). 

As shown in Fig. 3, the disruption time due to the
handover is the L2 handover time plus the L3 signaling
time. In our experiment, the former is less than 10 msec
in case of WiFi. The latter depends on the round trip time
(RTT) between the MN and the HA; usually the order of
10 msec.

3.3  Field Experiment of L3-FHOX
We implemented L3-FHOX in

FreeBSD-5.4 and had a field ex-
periment of L3-FHOX. On a cir-
cle road, we arranged eight ac-
cess points / access routers each
of which provides a distinct IPv6
subnet to the mobile node. The
a ccess point has a WiFi interface
for the mobile node. The length of
the circle road is approximately
1 km. The mobile node is on a car
and sends real-t ime streaming
data to the correspondent node
(CN). The car runs at 40 km/h. The
application used in this experi-
ment is DVTS (Digital Video Trans-
fer System) [10]. Although DVTS
consumes approximately 35 Mbps
bandwidth, we selected the half-
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Figure 4.  L3-FHOX handover procedure

Figure 3.
Conventional 

handover procedure



rate mode of DVTS due to the bandwidth limit of WiFi. LIN6
[11] is used as a mobility support network layer proto-
col, which is based on ID/Locator split architecture. As
a result, the entire handover time is approximately 10
msec. Upon a handover, there is almost no bad effect on
the play-backed movie on the CN.

4. SCTPfx

4.1  Normal Failover Procedure in SCTP
SCTP is a new transport layer protocol. It has sev-

eral new features such as multihoming support and par-
tial reliability. For multihoming support, SCTP can have
multiple paths in a single association between two end
nodes. Among multiple paths, SCTP uses a single path
as the primary path for data communication and reser-
ves other paths as secondary paths. If the primary path
fails, e.g., due to crash of a router on the primary path,
one of the secondary paths is engaged as the primary
path. This procedure is called failover. Even if a fail-
over occurs, the association is kept available. Accord-
ing to the specification of SCTP, SCTP detects path fail-
ure by five times of timeout of the ACK for the trans-
mitted data. Similar to TCP, since SCTP employs binary
back off to calculate the timeout value, it takes at least
31 seconds to detect path failure.

4.2  Fast Failover in SCTPfx
SCTPfx detects path failure as soon as possible by

collaboration among the link layer, the network layer,
and the transport layer. There are several possible caus-
es of path failure. For example, the cable is accidental-
ly unplugged from the end node, a
router on the path crashes, and
connectivity to the destination is
lost due to routing change. Due
to the page limit, this paper fo-
cuses only on the case that the
cable is unplugged in an end node
and the case that the connectiv-
ity is lost in the network core.

Fig. 5 shows the failover pro-
cedure in SCTPfx. In this exam-
ple, the end node has two inter-
faces, L2-1 and L2-2. Suppose
that L2-1 is the current primary
path and L2-2 is the secondary
path. In case that the cable is
unplugged in the end node (Fig.
5 (1-a)), the L2 notifies the L3 of
L2-LinkDown.ind (Fig. 5 (2-a)).
Next, the L3 notifies the L4 of L3-
ReachabilityLost.ind (Fig. 5 (3)).
In case that the connectivity to
the destination node is lost, e.g.,
the L3 of the end node receives
the ICMP destination unreach-
able message (Fig. 6 (1-b)), the L3

notifies the L4 of L3-ReachabilityLost.ind (Fig. 5 (3)).
The remaining procedure is the same for both cases.
Upon receiving L3-ReachabilityLost.ind, the L4 (i.e.,
SCTP) issues L3-Route.req to the L3 to find an alterna-
tive route to the destination (Fig. 5 (4)). Upon receiving
L3-Route.req, the L3 issues L2-LinkStatus.req to each
interface and obtains the link information such as avail-
ability and the bandwidth (Fig. 5 (5)). Next, L3 selects
the available routes to the destination and returns this
result to the L4 by L3-Route.conf (Fig. 5 (6)). Upon re-
ceiving L3-Route.conf, the L4 selects the new primary
path. Finally, the L4 of Host-A sends a SET PRIMARY
chunk to the L4 of Host-B to switch the primary path
(Fig. 5 (7)). Although SCTPfx also defines a fast recov-
ery procedure, its description is omitted due to the page
limit.

4.3  Evaluation of SCTPfx
Fig. 6 (on the next page) shows our test network. We

implemented SCTPfx in the FreeBSD-6.1 kernel. We
installed SCTPfx on two machines: Host-A and Host-B,
both of which are IBM ThinkPad X40 with an Intel Pen-
tiumM 1.1 GHz CPU and 512 MB memory. At first, inter-
face-1 of Host-A is the primary path. Next, we unplug
the cable from interface-1, and then the fast failover pro-
cedure is executed. As a result, interface-2 becomes
the new primary path.

In this environment, we measured the failover time.
The result was 122 usec plus the RTT between Host-A
and Host-B. This value is extremely small compared to
the normal failover time (i.e., 31 seconds).
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Figure 5.  Failover procedure in SCTPfx



Figure 6.  Test network of SCTPfx

5. Conclusion

This paper shows effectiveness of cross-layer collabo-
ration among the link layer, the network layer, and the
transport layer by taking the fast handover mechanism
in the network layer (L3-FHOX) and the fast failover
mechanism in the transport layer (SCTPfx) as examples.

As the architecture of cross-layer collaboration, we
are proposing CEAL. The current model of CEAL focus-
es only on cross-layer collaboration within a node. We
plan to extend the current CEAL model so that it can
deal with cross-layer collaboration between nodes.
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